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Chapter 1601: Then I Will Fulfill You 

Chapter 1601 I’ll Complete You 

“Yes, it’s temperament!” 

The blue long-haired foreign **** the hospital bed again said with a very positive tone: “The 

temperament will not change! I have definitely met you!” 

Whether it was the beautiful secretary, Dean Wang, Yang Deren and others, they all watched this scene 

in surprise, and they were all puzzled. 

Lin Kai’s expression remained unchanged, and he said lightly: “It may be that you are a little seriously ill 

and have a wrong induction. You should lie down obediently and don’t move around. I will proceed for 

you now and treat you.” 

The foreign girl with blue long hair felt even more puzzled in her beautiful eyes when she heard Lin Kai’s 

words, but she heard Lin Kai want to treat him. 

Seeing Lin Kai’s calm expression and that indifferent tone, she seemed confident that she would be 

cured of her illness? 

Therefore, the blue-haired foreign girl couldn’t help asking: “What are you going to use to treat me? Not 

long ago, they said that they would use poison to fight poison, and they were only 40% sure. 

I think its not the kind of people who are really on the verge of death, and would not use this method, 

right? So if you use a similar approach, I will still refuse. “ 

Lin Kai couldn’t help but smiled: “Naturally, I don’t know how to fight poison with poison. Although 

Chinese medicine emphasizes on prescribing the right medicine, it also depends on the specific 

situation. Otherwise, if the right medicine is forcibly prescribed, it will only harm the patient. I use silver 

needles. The method will not endanger your life.” 

His words made Cheng Lao behind him and the famous doctors look ugly. Isn’t that talking about them? 

“Hmph, I want to see how you can treat it later! It makes you ugly!” 

This group of famous doctors suddenly sneered again, and Lin Kai would definitely fail the treatment 

when they next came down. At that time, they would expose this arrogant young junior and educate this 

young junior to know what is good or bad. 

But at this moment, the foreign girl with blue long hair, hearing what Lin Kai said, her beautiful eyes lit 

up: “Silver needle? Is it acupuncture?” 

This made the blue long-haired foreign girl overjoyed: “The silver needle method is good! I was in my 

country and once met a Chinese man with the same temperament as you. He used this method to get 

rid of some symptoms for me! “ 

The long blue-haired foreign girl said, she didn’t say anything any more, but lay back on the hospital bed, 

waiting for Lin Kai’s treatment. 



Lin Kai was not in a hurry for immediate treatment, but turned sideways, looked at Dean Wang and the 

others, including Yang Deren, and the beautiful secretary, and said, “I am treating her now, but before 

that, I would like to trouble you all to go out. Come on. Because you need to take off some of her 

clothes later, it is not convenient for you to stay here.” 

“Huh? You need to use acupuncture now? Junior, have you forgotten, the first step is to ask a doctor 

first! Although you know the specific situation, you have to ask for a doctor before you start 

acupuncture? “Feng Jiayi, the dean of Jiangyou Medical College, immediately questioned. 

He continued: “Surely you dont even know this bit of common sense, right? Yes, you dont even have a 

qualification certificate, and its normal if you dont know it. I dont even know this. I really dont know Mr. 

Yang, why? I have to guarantee you this way!” 

Lin Kai looked at Feng Jiayi calmly, and said, “Who told you that I didn’t have any consultation?” 

Feng Jiayi was taken aback for a moment, thinking, didn’t he come in at about the same time as Lin Kai? 

He didn’t see Lin Kai either. He went to get his pulse and didn’t even approach the bed. When did he ask 

for a doctor? 

After thinking about it, Feng Jiayi suddenly angrily said: “When did you ask for a consultation? Do you 

think we are all blind?” 

Lin Kai responded indifferently: “It’s basically all TCM experts here, I don’t even know what TCM sees, 

smells, and inquiries? I can only see it through the look of the patient. 

The first time he came in, he saw the foreign girl with long blue hair and what was going on. 

However, others did not believe what Lin Kai said. They are experts in traditional Chinese medicine, and 

they can see and hear, but they can see some problems through their appearance. 

But there is no such magic in movies and TV dramas, and only simple judgments can be made. In the 

end, it must be judged by detailed consultation. 

But if Lin Kai looks like this, he didn’t say hope, he didn’t even have a minute to look at, right? Can he be 

sure so soon? Isn’t this **** or something? 

Even Cheng Lao and Yang Deren didn’t make judgments so quickly. 

When Feng Jiayi heard Lin Kai’s answer, she became even more angry, and continued to reprimand and 

question: “Okay! Now that you said you have judged it, then tell me, what exactly have you judged?” 

“You can’t see it, don’t question others. But if you want to know, then I will fulfill you.” 

Lin Kai looked calm, and then looked at the blue long-haired foreign **** the hospital bed. He first 

pointed his finger to the blue long-haired foreign girls cheek, and said, “She is a white man, a white man 

of orthodox blood, so The skin is pale, and some signs of yellowing begin to appear there, indicating that 

there is a condition in the liver, and hormone mutations must be stopped in time. 

And when I first came in, when she sat up, she was propped up with one hand. Although the other hand 

was supported, it seemed weak. One hand is strong, the other hand is weak, it is clearly the brain…” 



In this way, Lin Kai said six or seven places without any rush. 

Every place here is a place that these famous doctors have not paid attention to before. 

At this moment, everyone looked at Lin Kai with a little surprise. 

However, Feng Jiayi said nothing, and could not even say anything to refute, because what Lin Kai said 

was indeed true. 

He had to admit that Lin Kai still had some ability. 

The blue long-haired foreign **** the hospital bed became even more delighted when Lin Kai said this, 

and quickly said: “Okay! According to what you said, others will trouble you to go out.” 

Subsequently, the long-haired blue-haired foreigner took the initiative to let others leave the ward first, 

including her beautiful translator. 

Old Cheng and others, with very ugly expressions, were kicked out of the ward. They wanted to see 

what kind of silver needle treatment the junior would use for treatment. 

But I didn’t expect that the junior used an excuse at will to drive them out, and there was no way to see 

it in person. 

If I saw it with my own eyes in the ward, I would definitely laugh at Lin Kai, but unfortunately I didn’t 

have that chance. 

But they did not leave either, but were outside this ward, waiting for the results. In their opinion, it is 

absolutely impossible for Lin Kai to succeed in treatment. 

At this time, a famous doctor looked at Yang Deren. His relationship with Yang Deren was not good, 

mainly because he was Lao Cheng’s attendant. 

As a result, this famous doctor said to Yang Deren: “Yang Deren, just wait to lose face!” 

Chapter 1602: Anna 

1602 Anna 

This famous doctor naturally chose to make Yang Deren ugly in order to flatter Cheng Lao. 

Wait a minute, he believed that Lin Kai in the ward definitely failed the treatment. 

It was Yang Deren who guaranteed Lin Kai, maybe even if Lin Kai really stuck the needle by mistake, 

something unexpected happened. Yang Deren is not only as simple as embarrassment. 

Thinking of this, the famous doctor sneered at Yang Deren again: “You can’t figure it out, but you still 

guarantee it. You don’t know what the identity of the patient in that ward is, and what is going to 

happen, you must be unable to escape. Interaction!” 

Yang Deren heard this famous doctor say so, he didn’t care, but smiled and said: “Since I dare to 

guarantee, I believe in Lin Xiaoyou. With Lin Xiaoyou’s talents, he will definitely succeed.” 



In Lin Kailei’s hand, Yang Deren was even more difficult to determine. Lin Kai’s TCM level was indeed 

completely above him. 

“Hey, you are really confident! Just wait, it doesn’t take long anyway, you can know the result!” The 

famous doctor continued to sneer. 

Lao Cheng also spoke quickly at this time: “Using a silver needle to cure the disease is even more 

nonsense than my method of fighting poison with poison. Lao Yang, you are really confused for a while, 

and you are using your credibility as a guarantee for a junior. “ 

It was Feng Jiayi. Seeing that Yang Deren was still confident, he couldn’t help asking: “Old Yang, that Lin 

Kai, how confident do you think you can cure the patient?” 

Yang Deren smiled without saying a word: “Just wait.” 

He didn’t explain much, because he still used the results to speak. 

Dean Wang ignored everyone’s discussion, but looked expectant and worried, and muttered to himself: 

“Pray that Xiaoyou Lin can be cured!” 

at the same time. 

In the ward, Lin Kai took out a silver needle, then addressed the blue long-haired babe on the bed, and 

said, “Ms. Anna Xili, please pull your coat upwards, probably toward your belly button. Go up to a little 

bit of the abdomen, then. 

The long-haired foreign girl with blue hair started to feel a little shy when he heard Lin Kai say this, 

saying that she is Western, but not everyone in the West is bold and open. 

However, considering his illness, he might be cured by the young Chinese man in front of him. 

In addition, she also specially stayed with a beautiful translator. In addition to the translation function, 

this beautiful translator also has some fists, which is very powerful. There is a beautiful translator next 

to it. The long-haired foreign girl immediately felt relieved, and gradually pulled her coat upward. 

The beauty translator stood by, watching Lin Kai very vigilantly, and then said to Lin Kai: “Ms. Anna Xili’s 

identity is very extraordinary. I hope you don’t mess around and get a good treatment. If you find any 

signs of chaos. Dont blame me for being ruthless.” 

Lin Kai just smiled at this, he could see that this beautiful translator was also an ancient warrior, but only 

at the pinnacle level of a warrior. 

Ordinary martial artists, even those who are new to martial arts, may not be the opponents of this 

beautiful translation, but how can Lin Kai be afraid of a martial artist. 

Of course, he was meant to treat this blue long-haired foreign girl. 

Another point is that he actually knows this blue long-haired foreign girl. 

To be precise, the special forces used to perform missions. When they went abroad, they changed their 

faces and had contact with this blue long-haired foreign girl. 



It was because of a change of face that Lin Kai felt that Lin Kai was familiar with the long-haired foreign 

girl, but he just couldn’t recognize it. 

At this moment, the foreign girl with blue long hair pulled her coat upwards, and then said to Lin Kai: “In 

the city where I live, I met a Chinese man with a temperament similar to yours. He used Chinese 

medicine. , Relieved my condition. When I wanted to find him, thanking him in person, but I didnt know 

where to go. 

Recently, when my illness broke out again, I thought of Huaxia Country, the Chinese man. He said that 

Chinese medicine can be completely cured. So, I came here. I accidentally heard that there is a very 

good Chinese medicine doctor nearby. So, I came here. “ 

The foreign girl with blue long hair has pulled her coat up, revealing her white belly. 

She looked at Lin Kai very suspiciously again, and then said: “The temperament is not the same, but the 

same! If it were not for the same appearance, I would really recognize you and recognize him! It’s really 

strange, how could there be The temperament is the same. It would be nice to say if it looks alike, but 

the temperament is the same…” 

The foreign girl with blue long hair began to fall into puzzlement. 

Lin Kai smiled secretly, the man on the mouth of this blue-haired foreign girl was him. 

At that time, he saved the blue long-haired foreign girl at will in order to perform the task, but at that 

time, his TCM level was limited, so at most he could only relieve the blue long-haired foreign girl’s 

condition. 

Now it’s different. The blue long-haired foreign girl’s condition can be completely treated. 

He didn’t expect that the patient was this foreign girl with long blue hair. 

This blue-haired babes, named Anna Xili, is the little princess of the foreign royal family. In addition to 

the identity of the little princess, she is also the daughter of a big family. 

In short, the identity is very unusual. 

At that time, Lin Kai just said casually, Chinese medicine was still very good. 

Unexpectedly, this blue long-haired foreign girl, Anna Xili, came here. 

As for what Anna Xili said, there is a very good Chinese medicine doctor nearby, which should refer to 

Yang Deren. 

But Anna Xili’s illness is indeed quite strange, and this has caused both Yang Deren, Cheng Lao, and the 

group of experts and doctors to be helpless. 

Even if you send other famous medical experts, it is the same. 

Because Anna Xili this poison is a magic weapon for the immortal cultivator, a toxin for invading. To be 

precise, it is a magic weapon for evil cultivation. 



It is estimated that Anna Xili, accidentally touched, the magic weapon of evil repair, resulting in a ray of 

toxin remaining, so that Anna Xili often attack. 

Although other doctors can suppress the onset of toxins, they cannot treat them thoroughly. 

In this world, no one except Lin Kai can completely cure Anna Xili’s disease. 

Lin Kai smiled while picking up the silver needle, “Miss Anna Xili, I don’t understand the temperament 

you are talking about, a person like me. But he understands Chinese medicine, and he is right.” 

Lin Kai said, and then said again: “Miss Anna Xili, I need acupuncture now, it will be a little painful, hold 

it back.” 

When the words fell, Lin Kai immediately pierced the silver needle in his hand, Anna Xili’s abdomen, the 

toxin had invaded here, and it must be stopped here first. 

But at the moment when it was stuck, Anna Xili couldn’t help crying out in pain. 

Chapter 1603: It’s Him 

This caused the beautiful translator next to him to stare at Lin Kai angrily, and sighed: “What’s the 

matter with you? Why does my lady hurt so much?” 

Lin Kai said lightly: “The acupuncture point on the abdomen is the place where the internal organs 

gather, so if the silver needle is pierced, there will be some pain at the beginning, and it will be better 

later.” 

The beauty interpreter frowned when she heard the words: “Then start and pay attention. If you can be 

lighter, then be lighter. Miss Anna Xili’s body is delicate.” 

Before Lin Kai could speak, Anna Xili quickly translated to the beauty: “It’s okay, as this Mr. Lin said, it’s 

just that there was some pain just now, now I’m fine.” 

Then, she looked at Lin Kai apologetically: “Mr. Lin, you continue, I feel that it seems to be somewhat 

effective.” 

After piercing the silver needle, Anna Xili clearly felt that she seemed to be weaker than before. 

When the toxins broke out, she would always be in a state of weakness, and now she was gradually 

regaining her strength, which made Anna Xili surprised and delighted, looking forward to Lin Kai very 

much. 

Lin Kai nodded, and he continued to take out a few silver needles. He is now using the long-lost 

acupuncture and moxibustion acupuncture method, he has not used Zhen Qi, so that he has to take out 

a few more. 

Of course, in order to make Anna Xili recover faster, Lin Kai will transmit a trace of true energy after 

putting a needle, quickly recover the internal organs and the places damaged by the toxins. 

Anna Xili didn’t feel the pain anymore, but began to feel her body, gradually changing for the better. 



She could also clearly notice that the internal organs that had been infested by the toxin seemed to be 

recovering. 

The beautiful translator next to her saw that the complexion on Anna Xili’s face gradually became rosy, 

and the yellowish cheeks began to return to their original white. 

She was very shocked. After a while, she recovered and said excitedly towards Anna Hilli: “Miss Anna 

Hilli, your complexion is so much better than before! The yellowish place has also turned white! “ 

Anna Xili today is even more beautiful and outstanding than before. Anna Xili was originally a Western 

beauty, but now she has more delicate skin than before, and she can be called a Western goddess. 

Anna Xili was also very pleasantly surprised when she heard the words, and quickly called the beauty 

translator to bring a mirror. 

When she saw herself in the mirror, Anna Xili couldn’t hide her excitement, and said to Lin Kai: “Mr. Lin! 

You are too good! This Chinese medicine is amazing! It is cured so soon!” 

Lin Kai smiled and said, “It’s not completely cured yet. I’ll have to massage you a few times later, and 

dredge two of the acupuncture points before you can get a thorough treatment.” 

After speaking, Lin Kai took back all the silver needles. This was only the first step. First, he would 

restore the toxins and damaged areas. The last step is to completely remove the toxins. 

Immediately, Lin Kai massaged Anna Xili’s abdomen a few times. This made the beautiful translator next 

to her look stunned. She knew that her lady had never been so close to a man. Except for a Chinese man 

in a foreign city before. But this is with the consent of my lady 

, She is not good to say anything. 

Anna Xili was rather shy, but unexpectedly, she felt that this massage technique was a bit familiar, and 

then she looked at Lin Kai again. I found that in those dark eyes, like stars, these eyes… 

It’s him? 

This made Anna Xili’s heart beat faster. 

At this moment, Lin Kai felt that Anna Xili’s heartbeat accelerated so curiously: “Miss Anna Xili, what is 

wrong?” 

Normally, he has massaged a few times now, and the toxins in Anna Xili’s body will be discharged under 

the influence of Zhen Qi, so that the effect of thorough treatment can be achieved. 

He thought that Anna Xili had some accident, so he asked. 

Anna Xili said that she was panicked at that moment, but she quickly recovered to calm down and shook 

her head and said, “I’m fine.” 

She said that, but her heartbeat was accelerating. Because she felt more and more that the young 

Chinese man in front of her looked more and more like the Chinese man she met at her home. Whether 

its her temperament, her eyes, including her massage technique, she clearly remembers 



Got. 

However, the face is different… 

“Could it be that I was wearing a human skin mask? No, at that time, people in my family had checked in 

order to find out who the thief was, and it was clear that they were not. So there are definitely two 

people, or this Mr. Lin and Is the thief a relative?” 

Anna Xili kept guessing repeatedly, but even if she didn’t understand, she really wanted to ask Lin Kai. 

But at this time, Lin Kai retracted his hand and said to Anna Xili, “Miss Anna Xili, now you have been 

thoroughly cured, so you don’t have to worry about the onset of toxins.” Anna Xili’s mood now is very 

complicated. And entangled, even if she was cured, she was a little unhappy in her heart. She was still 

very grateful to Lin Kai: “Thank you Mr. Lin! Mr. Lin is indeed a young genius doctor. 

I dont know what kind of remuneration Mr. Lin wants, as long as you say, I can afford it. “ 

Behind Anna Xili, there is the royal family and the daughter of one of the four major foreign families. It 

can be said that there is nothing to do. 

So what kind of compensation Lin Kai wants, as long as she doesn’t talk about things beyond the human 

category, she can do it. Lin Kai shook his head and said, “The reward is unnecessary. I was invited here. 

There is an old saying in China, that is the benevolence of doctors. Therefore, I dont need any reward. 

Now that you have been treated, I 

Don’t worry, I should go back. “ 

Lin Kai said, preparing to leave. 

But Anna Xili hurriedly said to Lin Kai, “Mr. Lin! Are you free tonight? If you don’t want to be paid, then I 

will treat you to a meal, which is a thank you.” 

Lin Kai calmly responded, “I don’t have much time at night, sorry.” 

After he finished speaking, he left the ward without looking back, he could naturally detect that Anna 

Xili had doubts about him, and chose to leave here earlier. The beautiful translator next to the hospital 

bed looked at Lin Kai who was leaving in shock. How many men would not be envious of having dinner 

with Anna Xili. Unexpectedly, this little young doctor from Huaxia Kingdom turned down like this, with 

Anna 

Hillie’s chance to have dinner. 

And there is no need for any compensation, don’t you know what identity Anna Xili is? Anna Xili on the 

hospital bed, looking at Lin Kai’s back, exclaimed in her heart: “It’s him!” 

Chapter 1604: Cynicism 

Anna Xili was almost certain, Lin Kai should be the Chinese man she knew well! 

But it was almost certain that she didn’t stop Lin Kai because she was afraid it was not. 

She was thinking, waiting to observe Lin Kai more. 



Just as Anna Hilli thought about it, Lin Kai had already walked out of the ward. 

Lin Kaigang went out and waited outside. Dean Wang, Yang Deren, Cheng Lao, Feng Jiayi and others, as 

well as the group of famous medical experts. All eyes immediately fell on Lin Kai’s body. 

Then they came forward with different expressions, and surrounded Lin Kai’s. Some looked expectant, 

some were disdainful, and some even showed a mocking smile. 

After all, it seemed that it took less than ten minutes from the time they left the ward to Lin Kai’s 

diagnosis, and it was impossible for them to be treated so quickly. 

Then there is only one possibility, that is, Lin Kai’s treatment has failed! Only then was he driven out of 

the ward in a desperate manner! 

Especially, they can still hear some of them outside the ward, the patient in the ward, the sound of 

exclaiming there must be accusing Lin Kai or something! 

This is also the reason why some famous medical experts, before they heard what Lin Kai said, had 

already begun to show their mockery. 

On the contrary, Dean Wang couldn’t help taking the lead, looking at Lin Kai with extremely worried and 

expectant eyes, and then hurriedly asked: “What’s wrong with Lin Xiaoyou? How is the treatment?” 

This time, let alone Dean Wang, Yang Deren was actually a little worried and expectant. 

Although he trusted Lin Kai very much, he really only came out of the ward in less than ten minutes. 

The patient’s illness in the ward is still very complicated, and even they are helpless. 

Even if you use poison to fight poison and grasp the biggest method, it will take at least half a day. 

However, Lin Kai is less than ten minutes. 

Although the silver needle method is used for the treatment, this method, the treatment of that kind of 

disease, it takes more than one or two hours before it makes sense. 

As a result, Yang Deren, who trusted Lin Kai very much, was also worried this time. 

The others, Mr. Cheng, and the group of famous medical experts, all thought that Lin Kai had failed the 

treatment. 

Old Cheng’s face showed a faint smile, but his eyes fell on Yang Deren. After waiting for Lin Kai’s 

response, he sneered at Yang Deren again. 

Although his reputation in the outside world is much greater than Yang Deren, it can be said that it far 

exceeds Yang Deren’s reputation. 

But that was because Yang Deren was very low-key, which led to his reputation being greater than Yang 

Deren’s. 

But in the circle, as well as those related to the circle, he will always compare him with Yang Deren, 

saying that his professionalism is a little worse than Yang Deren, and he is not better than Yang Deren. 



Therefore, on the surface, Cheng Lao seemed to get along well with Yang Deren, but he actually hated 

Yang Deren secretly, thinking that without Yang Deren, he would have been truly top-level in the circle. 

Especially Yang Deren won the national award, which made him even more jealous. 

He wanted to suppress Yang Deren, but he never had a chance. 

To this day, the patient here is very special. As long as the patient is treated, his status in the circle will 

definitely be improved. 

And also invited such famous medical experts, including Yang Deren. 

Therefore, Cheng Lao knew that this was the best opportunity. As long as he performs better than Yang 

Deren, and then publicize this matter, then his reputation in the circle will surpass Yang Deren directly. 

The award from that country will belong to him! 

He began to dominate this time. He kept thinking of ways to treat that special patient, and he thought of 

using poison to fight poison, which is the most sure but also dangerous. 

Even Yang Deren objected, but Yang Deren had nothing to do with this patient’s illness. 

Only then can Cheng Lao dominate this time, so that other famous medical experts can agree with him. 

Unexpectedly, in the end, the patient did not receive this kind of treatment, and the chance was gone. 

I thought there was no hope, so I found another chance to target Yang Deren. 

Old Cheng didn’t think of it again, and there was a reversal, that is, Yang Deren invited a young junior, or 

the kind of junior who likes to speak wild words and brag. 

It is a bit capable, but in front of them, it is completely not enough. 

But Yang Deren didn’t know what he had committed, that is, he trusted that junior very much, and he 

had to sign a contract for any guarantee. 

Lao Cheng naturally didn’t believe it, what kind of silver needle could the junior really use to treat that 

special patient. 

But he didn’t say much, just let his follower sneer at Yang Deren. 

Only now, that junior obviously failed the treatment, and he came out of the ward. 

Mr. Cheng was waiting now, this junior spoke, saying things like treatment failure. Then, he could just 

ridicule Yang Deren, although it is impossible to really let Yang Deren do anything, but as long as the 

matter is passed on. Coupled with the testimony of so many medical experts, Yang Derens reputation 

will be stinking 

Up. 

His fame will naturally surpass Yang Deren. 

After several twists and turns, the result is still the same. And it was Yang Deren, digging holes for 

himself. 



Thinking of this, before Lin Kai could speak, Old Cheng looked at Yang Deren with a slight sneer, and 

watched how Yang Deren would end up! 

As for the other famous medical experts, even more so than Cheng Lao, they all looked at Yang Deren 

and Lin Kai unabashedly, all with mocking expressions in their eyes. 

Lin Kai had a panoramic view of everyone’s reaction, his face was very calm, and he immediately 

responded faintly, “Sorry, let everyone down.” 

As soon as the words fell, the group of experts and famous doctors had already laughed out loud and 

could not stop laughing. 

“Haha, junior! You finally understand the reality. It doesn’t matter if the treatment fails. Anyway, you 

are still young, but your bragging character still needs to be changed! So that you don’t have time to 

drag down any elder, you will be too guilty!” 

“Hey, yeah! Old Yang, such a respectable elder, was dragged down by you. Let me tell you, did you 

puncture the patient indiscriminately? If something goes wrong. Not only did you harm that patient, you 

also harmed Old Yang! “ 

“Junior, look at the **** you used to brag! Even if you don’t listen to the old man’s words, you are at a 

loss, this sentence is completely confirmed on you!” 

This group of experts and famous doctors seem to be well-intentioned and are educating Lin Kai, but the 

sneers on each face are all over their faces. 

Dean Wang and Yang Deren indeed expressed disappointment when they heard Lin Kai’s words. Yang 

Deren was better, just sighed. 

Chapter 1605: Big Ups And Downs 

But Yang Deren still felt disappointed in his heart. But he didn’t blame Lin Kai, after all, Lin Kai was 

indeed still very young, because he trusted Lin Kai too much. 

That’s right, a young man in his early twenties, and their group of old experts, have nothing to do with 

the patient’s disease. 

How could Lin Kai have a good way to treat that patient’s disease? 

Thinking of this, Yang Deren sighed again in his heart. 

Dean Wang was completely disappointed. He was originally because Yang Deren believed in Lin Kai so 

much. Besides, he also wanted to solve this matter soon. 

After all, if he didn’t solve it, he would be unlucky, so he pinned his hope on Lin Kai. 

But now after hearing Lin Kai’s words, she was completely disappointed, and she began to worry about 

Anna Xili’s current state. 

No one knows whether Lin Kai ran the needle indiscriminately. In case of a wrong place or something 

wrong, he is even more guilty. So Dean Wang couldn’t help but get nervous, but he didn’t dare to go 



into the ward, for fear that Anna Xili had an accident, or he didn’t get Anna Xili’s permission, so he went 

in like this. Even if nothing happens, you might blame 

he. 

Therefore, the expression on Dean Wang’s face is very complicated. 

And when Mr. Cheng saw the appearance of Yang Deren and Dean Wang, the sarcasm on his face was 

even worse. He was about to speak and laugh at Yang Deren. 

It’s just that at this time, Lin Kai showed a surprised look, looked at the group of people in front of him, 

and said faintly: “I think you understand it wrong.” 

“Ok?” 

When they heard what Lin Kai said at this time, everyone looked at Lin Kai with surprise. 

All wondering, what does Lin Kai mean? 

And it was obvious that the treatment failed, and they were ridiculed for a while. Why is this junior still 

very calm? Could it be that his skin is so thick that he doesn’t mean to be ashamed? 

More importantly, this junior said that they got it wrong, what does that mean? 

Could it be… 

Some people instantly think of Lin Kais last sentence, that is, I let you down. 

Now I say you understand it wrong again, combined with Lin Kais expression. 

Could it be that this disappointment has another meaning? 

Yang Deren first thought of this key point, and then looked at Lin Kai with some joy. 

He could guess that this disappointment refers to the disappointment of Cheng Lao and the group of 

famous medical experts. 

After all, Cheng Lao and the group of famous medical experts were anxious that Lin’s treatment would 

fail. 

In the eyes of Cheng Lao and the group of famous medical experts, it would be an insult to the juniors 

like Lin Kai if they could be treated successfully, so they all wished the treatment failed. 

Dean Wang is worried about himself. If he is not treated well, or if Anna Xili is directly asked to leave like 

that, his position as Dean will not be kept, and his reputation will be affected. 

As a result, Dean Wang couldn’t ask for it, and Lin Kai could treat Anna Xili well. 

As for Yang Deren, he truly embraces the benevolence of doctors and holds that every patient is saved if 

he can. That’s why he invited Lin Kai over, otherwise he would not invite Lin Kai over. 

At this moment, Yang Deren saw that Lin Kai was still so calm, and he was even more sure that it was 

what he thought! So he was even more happy! 



In addition to the treatment of the patient, he was also happy that Lin Kai could have such abilities. After 

all, with such a level of Chinese medicine, it would be a great benefit to ask Lin Kaiyi or two in the 

future! Learning is endless, it has always been an attitude of Yang Deren! 

The most important thing is that Lin Kai is so young, and his future achievements must be very high. He 

has no ideas, but his granddaughter seems to be very interested in Lin Kai. 

His granddaughter Yang Mengzi always brings a touch of pride and a touch of hidden love every time Lin 

Kai is mentioned in front of him. 

Although it was hidden deeply, how could Yang Deren not see it. 

Therefore, the more capable Lin Kai is, the more satisfied he is. After all, he is his own granddaughter, 

and he still has to find a reliable man for future happiness. 

Of course, he didn’t know what Lin Kai thought. 

After Yang Deren thought of this possibility, Dean Wang, Old Cheng and others looked at Lin Kai in 

surprise. 

Especially Dean Wang, he looked at Lin Kai with great hope, waiting for Lin Kai’s next words. 

Immediately, Lin Kai said indifferently: “The disappointment I said was that I had successfully treated 

Miss Anna Xili. Except for Dean Wang and Lao Yang, aren’t everyone very disappointed?” 

Hearing what Lin Kai said personally, Dean Wang would have laughed happily if he hadn’t considered his 

identity. Even so, he was in a very good mood now, looking at Lin Kai excitedly, he couldn’t wait to rush 

up and kiss Lin Kai. 

The ups and downs of life are nothing but this. 

Dean Wang really didn’t expect this kind of reversal. I heard Lin Kai’s words earlier and thought it was 

because the treatment had failed, and then said that he was disappointed, but never expected that this 

disappointment is not disappointing. 

So at the previous moment, Dean Wang’s mood really went to **** all at once, but now Lin Kai’s words 

have risen directly to heaven. 

Cheng Lao and the group of famous medical experts are also experiencing ups and downs in their lives. 

However, their ups and downs were the opposite of Dean Wang. Their ups and downs are from heaven 

to **** all at once. 

Whether it was Cheng Lao or the group of famous medical experts, their faces were very ugly and their 

moods were very bad. 

They have been ridiculing this junior before, and they have no abilities. Now that the patient can be 

cured, they are helpless. 

Healed by this junior can only foil their incompetence. 



I dont know who it is. At this time, he shouted: “Junior, if you say that the treatment is done, then the 

treatment will be done? There is no proof! Maybe you are still bragging to us!” 

“Yeah! Isn’t this just saying nothing? I want to see if there is any treatment! And it only took a few 

minutes. How can the disease be cured if it can be treated!” 

“Hey, let’s take a look and ask about the patient’s condition! Junior, wait! Wait to see how you end up!” 

Following that person’s word, others followed suit. 

Even talking, they all walked into the ward one after another. 

Feng Jiayi was the first to walk into the ward. At the first glance, he saw Anna Xili on the hospital bed, 

and he was instantly stunned, because he saw that Anna Xili’s complexion was so many times better 

than before! The whole person is sick and poisoned. It is clearly healthier than healthy people. 

too much! In fact, this is also the reason for Zhen Qi. After ordinary people absorb Zhen Qi, it will still 

help improve the body and make it healthier and more complex. 

Chapter 1606: Subdued 

This is why Feng Jia’s translation is confused. 

Although he also questioned Lin Kai just now, saying that he was utterly unfounded, but seeing Lin Kai’s 

calm expression does not seem to be lying, so it is very likely that he is cured. 

Precautions were made in his mind, and Lin Kai had cured the patient. 

But he never expected that Lin Kai not only treated the patient well, but even treated the patient so 

thoroughly, how could he give people a feeling of rejuvenation. 

Cheng Lao and other famous medical experts also followed Feng Jia’s translation. 

They were surprised when they saw Feng Jiayi standing at the door in a daze, and they didn’t 

understand what happened to Feng Jiayi. 

When they were about to tell Feng Jiayi to step away and let them in for a look. 

Feng Jiayi couldn’t help muttering to herself: “Unbelievable! Unbelievable! Unbelievable!” 

Just listen to Feng Jiayi shouting three times unbelievable. 

At this moment, everyone behind was stunned. What happened? What else is incredible? 

Lin Kai really cured Anna Xili’s special disease? Then Feng Jiayi felt incredible? 

Ever since, everyone couldn’t help being curious, even the excited Dean Wang and the delighted Yang 

Deren. 

Seeing the look of Feng Jiayi now, I couldn’t help but become curious. 

Even if Anna Xili was cured by Lin Kai, Feng Jiayi’s reaction could not be like this, at best she was 

ashamed, but now she is in a very shocking state, as if she has encountered something very shocking. 



With this curiosity, Dean Wang and Yang Deren also went in with them. 

The person in front pushed the stunned Feng Jiayi away, and then everyone also entered the ward. 

When they saw it, Anna Xili seemed to have changed her personality, becoming more outstanding in her 

complexion and skin. I cant see any signs of illness or poisoning at all. Compared with ten minutes ago, 

its just like a mortal woman and a heavenly fairy. 

The gap between the children. 

Not to mention other famous medical experts, Cheng Lao, Yang Deren, and Dean Wang were all 

shocked. 

“Really…really treated?” 

“How is it possible! That junior has not only been healed, why did he recover so quickly, but also…” 

“Oh my God! I read that right. Not only did all the symptoms of this patient disappear, but he was so 

healthy in every aspect!” 

No matter who it is, it is really shocked at this moment. 

This made Cheng Lao looked at Anna Xili in disbelief, and couldn’t help asking: “Miss Anna Xili, the junior 

just now really only used silver needles to treat you. Anna Xili was very upset when she heard Cheng Lao 

say this. She was upset for Lin Kai, and she said coldly: “I know you don’t have a saying in Huaxia State, 

called Yi Lao Sell Lao. That’s how you are, Mr. Lin. Its a young genius doctor, is it you? 

Can we compare? Mr. Lin only had a few silver needles, and then a few more massages would cure me. 

And what about you guys? Not even a single hair from Mr. Lin! “ 

This group of famous medical experts are all domestic, not to mention the top, but they are also above 

the first-class level. 

Don’t Anna Xili say that, they are inferior to Lin Kai’s hair, which makes them extremely angry. 

But the facts were in front of them, Lin Kai did heal it with silver needles, and it took such a short time. 

They had no way, but Lin Kai did it, and it was so perfect that they couldn’t refute it even if they wanted 

to. 

“Ugh!” 

Cheng Lao sighed heavily, a sense of frustration that had never occurred before, spontaneously. Even if 

he wished to compete with Yang Deren, he only regarded Yang Deren as a comparable opponent. 

Even if Yang Deren is better, he is confident that he will surpass Yang Deren. 

But the method Lin Kai is currently using is beyond the reach of Old Cheng. It is the kind that can’t catch 

up in this life, so it has a great sense of frustration. 

This kind of frustration also made Cheng Lao, impressed with Lin Kai, he handed over to Lin Kai and said, 

“Little friend Lin, I was offended before. Yang Lao is right, your level is indeed higher than ours, I am 

deeply Apologize!” Yang Deren laughed when he heard Cheng Lao say this: “Cheng, we old guys are 



about to fall into the ground, and we are now in the world of young people. We should give young 

people more opportunities instead of just going. Doubt. Of course, Lin Xiaoyou can indeed 

Called a young genius doctor! “ 

Other famous medical experts bowed their heads and felt ashamed when they heard this. 

Then one by one, they all apologized to Lin Kai, and were convinced by Lin Kai’s method. 

Lin Kai saw that everyone apologized in this way, he couldn’t say anything. Before, he was a little bit 

responsive. After all, he didn’t do anything. He was just a junior, so these seniors were indeed relying on 

the old. 

If it were not for Dean Wang and Yang Deren who had always believed in him, otherwise he would not 

even have a chance to treat Anna Xili. 

These people only care about themselves, not the younger generation. 

But seeing now, I know I was wrong. 

Naturally, Lin Kai didn’t say anything. After all, these people are indeed the first-class Chinese medicine 

practitioners in China. 

On the contrary, Cheng Lao, Yang Deren and others began to ask Lin Kai whether they could give them 

advice and how to do it. 

Lin Kai didn’t hide anything, anyway, the system provided him with the long-lost Chinese medicine 

knowledge books, which let him pass on from generation to generation. 

Therefore, Lin Kai gave some of the above content and explained it. 

This made Cheng Lao, Yang Deren, and the group of famous medical experts even more convinced by Lin 

Kai. 

Not only is medically good, but his character is also so good. 

Especially before, the group of famous medical experts who ridiculed Lin Kai were all ashamed. 

Of course, when explaining, it was not in this ward to explain, but Dean Wang specially arranged a 

conference room. 

Now in the conference room, I saw a magical scene. 

Lin Kai stood alone at the front of the conference table. 

On both sides of the conference table, they were full, and those famous medical experts were all elderly. 

Even Dean Wang, who disdains Chinese medicine, listened to the lesson seriously at this time. 

One by one, just like elementary school students, sitting on both sides obediently, listening to Lin Kai’s 

lecture. 

If outsiders see this scene, they will be surprised that their jaws will fall. 



After all, these famous medical experts are at the level of real experts, and any one person can become 

the handle of the top three hospitals. 

However, these famous medical experts are like elementary school students in front of a twenty-year-

old young man. 

Lin Kai teaches some acupuncture methods, which have been lost for a long time, so I will explain them 

in detail. Of course, Lin Kai didn’t give everything to the professor. After all, these people may not really 

want to learn. 

Chapter 1607: Learn From Lin Kai 

When Lin Kai finished the lecture, these famous medical experts, including top-level medical experts 

such as Cheng Lao and Yang Deren, all fell in love with the five bodies that Lin Kai admired. 

In particular, Lin Kai’s tolerance made them even more ashamed. 

After all, none of them, except Yang Deren, showed that kind of respect. 

Moreover, Lin Kai was so knowledgeable, he didn’t care about the predecessors, and taught them for 

them. At this time, Lao Cheng turned towards Lin Kai and said again: “Xiaoyou Lin, I am sorry again. 

Please forgive me for what I said before. You shouldn’t put on the attitude of relying on the old and 

selling the old. Now you are even more selfless to teach us. I have benefited a lot now, 

Unexpectedly, in the area of Chinese medicine, there is still this knowledge point! “ 

When Mr. Cheng said this, he seemed very excited. 

Yang Deren and those famous medical experts were as excited as Cheng Lao. They did not expect that 

there are other new knowledge points in Chinese medicine that they did not know. 

Of course, they don’t know everything, but Chinese medicine involves all aspects, but they still know a 

little bit. 

But as Lin Kai said just now, that is really new knowledge that has never been heard before. 

After all, this new knowledge point can make their level rise a little bit! 

Regardless of this small section, they are the most powerful group of Chinese medicine experts, and all 

of them are old Chinese doctors in their 50s or 60s, or even over 70. 

Whether it is experience or knowledge, a threshold has been reached, and it is almost reaching the 

ceiling, and it is difficult to make a breakthrough. 

But now, Lin Kai opened a new door for them. This new knowledge point allowed them to surpass the 

ceiling and then step into the new room. This is more luxurious than the old room before, and the ceiling 

is higher! 

To put it simply, after they finished the lectures in Lin Kai, they had some gains more or less. 

Especially Cheng Lao and Yang Deren have gained the most. 

That’s why Cheng Lao was so excited. 



At this time, Mr. Cheng said again: “Xiaoyou Lin, this lesson of yours is not just a simple one! It has 

completely given us a little bit of new knowledge, so you are also qualified, let me call a teacher! Old…” 

Before Mr. Cheng could finish speaking, Lin Kai shook his head and said, “It doesn’t have to be that way. 

I just want to pass this thing down to the next generation. In addition, if I teach you this way, I naturally 

forgive you. As long as I know Correct it if you make a mistake, nothing 

questionable. “ 

When Lin Kai said these words, everyone admired Lin Kai again. 

The group of famous medical experts who had ridiculed Lin Kai before was even more ashamed, and 

could not wait to dive into the ground. 

They have to say that compared with Lin Kai’s belly, they simply have no belly. 

At the same time, they do know their mistakes and correct them. Whether they treat juniors or their 

peers in the future, they have to maintain a humble heart and learn like Lin Kai. 

It can be said that now they completely regard Lin Kai as a teacher. 

If outsiders knew this, they would be shocked. Old Cheng also admired Lin Kai’s words, and then simply 

took out a business card and handed it to Lin Kai, saying, “Little friend Lin, this is my business card. You 

can also say that this class is a great favor. In return. If you encounter 

When it comes to problems, or friends, family, relatives and friends, you can’t save it. 

These can contact me, I can call all the top experts in the country. In addition to this, in other aspects, I 

can also help. “ 

Lin Kai nodded slightly, although he could use his infuriating energy to save anyone. However, in case he 

is not around, or does not arrive in time, then it is really troublesome. 

For example, last time Lin Qianqian and Dong Shu were seriously injured by Lin Yuan’s men. 

Even though it was Yinshen in time, he shot Lin Yuan’s subordinate away. But then, fortunately, among 

the people sent by Jiang Shu, there were also military doctors there, and only then did they get timely 

treatment. 

So Lin Kai didn’t say much about what Cheng Lao said now. 

But at this moment, he saw some information on the business card, and he was slightly surprised. 

In addition to being a top TCM expert, Cheng Lao is also the vice president of the Huaxia National 

Medical Association. 

This status is not only useful in traditional Chinese medicine, but also in Western medicine. It is a status 

symbol. 

In fact, if Yang Deren is not low-key, this identity is likely to belong to Yang Deren. 

However, Yang Deren is the kind of national award, even if Yang Deren does not compete, but the 

strength lies there, and this is the country’s award. Cheng was always very dissatisfied before, and this 



was how hostile Yang Deren was. He believes that he is a little worse than Yang Deren, so he will study a 

medical project in Chinese medicine. Then the Jia of this country 

Award, the winner is not certain. This is also the reason why Cheng Lao is jealous of Yang Deren, and it is 

also the reason why Anna Xili has to be cured if he wants to use any method today. I just want to behave 

better than Yang Deren in front of everyone, and then let everyone else 

I feel that he can also get the award from that country. 

It was only the appearance of Lin Kai that made Cheng Lao completely let go of this knot. Because Lin 

Kai’s level of Chinese medicine far exceeds that of him and Yang Deren. This kind of initial stage made 

Cheng Lao completely convinced, and naturally the jealousy towards Yang Deren disappeared. 

At this moment, Lin Kai put away this business card, then smiled and said to Cheng Lao: “If there is 

something, I really have to trouble you in the future.” 

Old Cheng smiled immediately, as long as Lin Kai accepted the business card. In this way, there will be 

more opportunities to work with Lin Kai in the field of Chinese medicine, and continue to ask and learn 

from Lin Kai. 

How could Yang Deren fail to see what Cheng Lao thought, so he couldn’t help but jokingly said: “I said 

Cheng Lao, you are a bit unkind, Lin Xiaoyou was obviously invited. You are, you want to grab someone 

from me Up.” 

Old Cheng suddenly smiled and said, “I don’t have the ability without you. After all, you still have a 

granddaughter. I don’t have a granddaughter, so I can’t compare you. 

Hearing Cheng Lao’s words, the other famous medical experts also laughed, and the atmosphere was 

pleasant. 

After Dean Wang finished listening, he saw Lin Kai’s power again, after all, Anna Xili was completely 

cured in a few minutes. Even with Western medicine, it is only 50-60% certain, and it is also a life-

threatening operation. 

Therefore, Dean Wang’s influence on Chinese medicine is no longer that kind of disdain, but is very 

respectful. At the same time, he also thought about Lin Kai, how to say Lin Kai is so young, and with such 

skills, it is too late to be happy to go to any hospital or medical school. 

Chapter 1608: Sensible 

Therefore, Dean Wang couldnt help stepping forward, and Chao Lin Kai said, “Xiaoyou Lin, have you 

considered coming to my hospital as an attending physician? A Chinese medicine clinic is set up 

specifically for you. You dont need to come every day, but a week. Ask once or twice 

The annual salary is millions. 

Our central hospital is also one of the top in the country. So the money is still affordable. Are you 

interested? “ 

Although Dean Wang knew that Lin Kai might not accept it. After all, he had such skills and his future 

achievements would be even higher. However, you always have to try. 



To Dean Wangs disappointment, Lin Kai shook his head and said, “Im sorry Dean Wang. Ive already said 

that studying medicine is just my hobby and I didnt want to make it a career.” Dean Wang sighed 

helplessly. Knowing that Lin Kai couldn’t keep it, he also took out his business card from his pocket and 

said, “Little friend Lin, if you want to come, you can come anytime. In addition, I will help you get your 

qualification certificate. 

Yes, if so, you don’t need to be so troublesome in the future. “ 

Lin Kai didn’t say much about this. It would be more convenient to be qualified. 

He thought it was cumbersome before, so there is no point. 

It would be great if Dean Wang helped to fix it now. 

Lin Kai thanked him. 

After that, the famous medical experts also thanked Lin Kai politely. 

During the period, Yang Mengzi rushed over. 

Yang Mengzi heard about Lin Kai and wanted to treat that special patient himself. 

She knew that this was a rare opportunity. Because before, Lin Kai told her some doubts about Chinese 

medicine from the mobile phone. 

And this time, it was Lin Kai who took the shot himself, and she could observe Lin Kai’s actual operation. 

What she didn’t expect was that after she arrived, Lin Kai had been treated a long time ago. That 

particular patient, even the group of famous medical experts, and his grandfather, had finished the 

lecture. This shocked Yang Mengzi and looked at Lin Kai very admiringly, and said, “Mr. Lin, I can’t think 

of your medical skills, which is stronger than I thought. I just thought that your medical skills are 

equivalent to my grandfather’s in the future. Can surpass my grandpa 

. Who wants your medical skills to surpass my grandpa now! “ 

Yang Mengzi really admires Lin Kai now, and he worships Lin Kai so much that he almost regards Lin Kai 

as an idol. 

Her ancestors were Chinese medicine practitioners, or royal doctors, passed down from generation to 

generation. Although not as brilliant as before, her grandfather is still very powerful, and she has always 

regarded his grandfather as an object of catching up. 

Today, she has regarded Lin Kai as a target. When Lin Kai heard Yang Mengzi say this, he shook his head 

and smiled: “There is no need to say that. I just know a little bit better than Yang, Cheng and other 

predecessors in terms of other knowledge. What’s more, Yang and Cheng The older generations, in 

other respects, or 

Far beyond me. “ 

What Lin Kai said was of course experience. Even if he had true energy, he still needed to prescribe the 

right medicine. For some illnesses, true qi will harm the other party. 



So sometimes, it depends on the specific disease. 

“Lin Xiaoyou admires me more and more! Very good! Very good!” 

Yang Deren was on the sidelines, looking back and forth on Lin Kai and Yang Mengzi a lot, especially 

looking at Lin Kai, just like looking at his son-in-law. 

Yang Mengzi noticed his grandfather’s gaze and couldn’t help but say: “Grandpa, there is Baishantang, 

brother has not had time to deal with it, you can deal with it now.” 

Yang Deren’s eyes showed a trace of doubt. He remembered that it was done in the morning, why 

hasn’t it been done yet? 

However, when he saw Yang Mengzi’s appearance again, he immediately understood something, and 

the corner of his mouth immediately smiled and said, “Okay, since it hasn’t been handled over there yet, 

then I will handle it.” 

After Yang Deren finished speaking, he said goodbye to Lin Kai and left immediately. 

He really thought that Baishantang hadn’t finished processing it yet, but then he thought about it, this is 

not because his granddaughter is sensible. 

Yang Deren is still very happy, since his granddaughter came back from abroad, he hated any man. But 

after meeting Lin Kai, he gradually changed. Even now, he took the initiative to be with Lin Kai. 

For Lin Kai, he was still very satisfied. Therefore, he naturally has to create a good opportunity for his 

granddaughter. 

As a result, Yang Deren no longer had any hesitation and left decisively. 

At this moment, Yang Mengzi saw that Yang Deren had left, and then laughed at Lin: “He is treating the 

patients again, and giving lectures to the seniors. Are you tired? Thank you for accepting my invitation, I 

Please have a meal.” 

Lin Kai nodded, but didn’t refuse anything. It was almost evening, and it was indeed time for dinner. 

If he is not busy, he will still go to dinner when he is ready. 

But when Lin Kai and Yang Mengzi went to the elevator, Lin Kai keenly noticed that there was someone 

behind him and looked at him. 

Lin Kai walked into the elevator, turned sideways slightly, and saw it, Anna Xili was looking at him. 

Anna Xili and the beautiful translator were there at the window, apparently preparing to leave the 

hospital. 

Lin Kai didn’t care much either, as for Anna Xili or not to recognize him, it didn’t matter. 

Mainly, he was afraid of unnecessary troubles, so he avoided Anna Xili before. 

About half an hour later, Yang Mengzi took Lin Kai to a restaurant. 



Yang Mengzi also often comes to this southern suburb. After all, her grandfather is a professor at the 

university here, and she will often go to the medical school to attend classes. 

The reason why Yang Mengzi was able to obtain a senior qualification certificate at such a young age 

was not only because of his talent, but also because of his hard work. 

Otherwise, she would not ask Lin Kai when she was in doubt. 

This restaurant is in a shopping mall, and a movie theater is directly opposite. 

After the two have finished their meal, they come out of the restaurant. 

I happened to see a new movie named “God of War” on the poster at the entrance of the cinema. 

This “God of War” is actually a military movie. 

The name of the movie means that the soldiers who guard the territory of China are all gods of war. 

Yang Mengzi knew that Lin Kai had served as a soldier, and she had also heard of it. This film has a very 

good reputation, and the box office continues to rise, increasing day by day. 

Looking at the box office trend, according to online predictions, it is very likely to break the box office 

champion. 

Therefore, Yang Mengzi said to Lin Kai: “Mr. Lin, have you ever watched this movie? If you haven’t 

watched it, if you are interested, I will ask you to watch it, how about?” 

Lin Kai was originally not interested, but when he saw the poster, he found a familiar figure, a former 

comrade of arms he was in the army before. He did not expect that this movie actually hired 

professional special forces. 

Chapter 1609: I Will Teach Him 

Therefore, Lin Kai suddenly became interested, and nodded with a smile: “Okay, go and see. Of course, 

you asked me to have dinner just now, this movie is my invitation.” 

He did this as a contribution to the box office for his comrade-in-arms. 

Looking at the position on the poster, he used to be a comrade-in-arms. He should have a lot of roles in 

this movie. 

And he also noticed the thank you column for the movie below the poster, especially for the support of 

a troop. 

That troop was exactly the troop that Lin Kai once served. 

It seems that this film was also filmed with state support. 

Originally, this kind of subject matter was rare in theatrical movies, and the box office was also very low. 

Then I heard Yang Mengzi and said in detail that the lineup and shooting of this movie, as well as the 

script, were all adapted from real events. 



In addition, the film was really wonderful, and there was a national organization, which caused the box 

office to rise all the way. 

Lin Kai was delighted that this kind of movie could become popular. 

He is a special soldier himself, and he has performed many dangerous missions to defend the country 

and the people. 

And these things, how many people do not know. 

This movie is an adaptation of a real event, and Lin Kai also knows this real event. 

Speaking of it, it has something to do with him. 

Of course, he was not involved in the real event. Because that happened a few years ago, and because 

the incident was a real thing about the army he was in. 

Ever since, Lin Kai and Yang Mengzi went to the cinema, bought the tickets for the most recent movie, 

and bought some essentials such as popcorn. 

Twenty minutes later, the movie officially started, and Lin Kai and Yang Mengzi went to see it. 

The position of the two is in the middle, which is also the best position in the cinema. 

I have to say that this movie is really hot, and the occupancy rate has reached 90%. 

As the movie began, everyone calmed down and watched the movie quietly. 

This movie has both burning points and tear points, showing the great spirit of the Chinese nation and 

the fearless spirit of the soldiers. 

Many people were moved and cried. Yang Mengzi next to Lin Kai’s eyes was already moist. 

When Lin Kai looked towards the end of the movie, he sighed deeply. 

At the end is a special soldier, in order to cover his teammates, sacrificed himself, and then completed, 

rescued a group of fellow citizens. 

The reason for Lin Kai’s sigh is that this happens from time to time in special forces. 

Seemingly peaceful, in fact they are constantly competing in secret. It is precisely because of their 

existence that they have guarded the frontier and made their homeland peaceful. However, when 

everyone was moved by the blood, an extremely discordant voice, sneered again and again: “Laughing 

to death! What a broken movie! A special soldier can beat seven mercenaries? What a joke! And that 

group of mercenaries really. Are you a fool? 

When and how did our countrys special forces become better? 

This movie is completely full of personal heroism! Not pretty at all! It’s terribly rubbish! It is also 

completely untrue! fabricated! Look at foreign movies, that’s a movie, and that’s a reality! “ 

It was a young man with a flat head. 

This young, flat-headed man spoke so loudly that everyone around him could hear him. 



These people were very angry when they heard the young flat-headed man talking. 

Is this movie still rubbish? 

This movie is a real soldier who made his country! How can the years be quiet, but someone will carry 

the weight for you! Without these cutest people, how could they now be able to watch movies leisurely 

in the cinema! 

And what is personal heroism? Isnt the foreign film all personal heroism? What’s more, foreign movies 

are also called real? A person can burst the universe. 

Compared to the movie, a special soldier can overturn seven mercenaries. What is this? 

So when the young flat-headed man was so insulting, in this movie, his eyes were angry. 

Especially those who are older cannot listen to such insults. 

An uncle stood up in vain, pointed at the young flat-headed man, and said angrily: “Our country’s special 

forces, you can insult?” 

After the uncle stood up, the other audience members also began to be very angry, talking about this 

young man with a flat head. 

This young man with a flat head didn’t mean anything to be ashamed. Instead, he continued to sneer 

again and again: “If I insulted, I would insult. What can you do to me? Lao Tzu is an insult!” 

“You young man, you really lack education!” 

“Yes! You don’t understand at all! Still insulting!” 

“It’s better to call the police, you are obviously a Chinese, but you are so fond of foreigners!” 

Although these people are angry, they should be young men with flat heads, but they are also of high 

quality, knowing that it is wrong to beat people. 

In addition, this is a society under the rule of law. If they take the initiative to beat people, they are 

obviously on the one hand, and they will become irresponsible. 

And the young, flat-headed man, with that muscular appearance, must be very strong. 

Therefore, they all looked at him angrily, and the young man with a flat head had nothing to do. The 

young man with a flat head saw that everyone was daring to speak up at him, and even more disdain to 

speak: “Hehe! Special forces are like you! All of them are rubbish! It is better to be abroad! Foreign 

movies are not only real, but foreign people are also Is very brave 

fierce! It’s like you guys! One by one cowardly to death! “ 

As soon as these words were made, the surrounding audience looked at the young flat-headed man 

even more angrily. 

But they are not good enough to do something to this young flat-headed man. 



After all, the young flat-headed man was just verbal, not really what, and they were not good to the 

young flat-headed man. Yang Mengzi saw that the young, flat-headed man also showed anger and said 

to Lin Kai: “How can this be so, being a native of the country, so admiring foreigners and fawning on 

foreigners. He keeps belittling his own country, but foreign countries are different. Kind of good, even 

insult 

Soldiers of our own country! It’s so angry too! “ 

Lin Kai heard this, although his face was calm, his eyes were extremely cold. Those who are familiar with 

Lin Kai know that Lin Kai’s icy look is obviously an expression of anger. 

Lin Kai was not so angry because he was a special soldier. 

He was angry for all special forces. 

Those comrades-in-arms are often in the dangerous rain of bullets, but this person is so insulted, he 

simply can’t bear it, this person is so insulted. 

Immediately, Lin Kai said to Yang Mengzi: “I will teach him.” 

After speaking, he walked to the young flat-headed man. The young flat-headed man saw Lin Kai’s 

arrival, and his eyes were disdainful: “Boy, you are kind of kind. But with your small body, how can you 

not do anything to me?” 

Chapter 1610: Crazy Clamor 

Lin Kai’s eyes were very cold. He looked at the young flat-headed man and spoke with a faint cold voice: 

“First of all, what I want to say is. Anyone can be black, but soldiers must not be insulted! Without 

soldiers to defend their homes, how can you? How can you watch the TV here comfortably 

Shadow enjoyment? Soldiers are naturally afraid of death, but compared to the homeland behind them, 

they become fearless. But your analogy is not appropriate. The audience at the scene didn’t take action 

against you. That’s because they understand the law, which is also a high-quality performance. On the 

contrary, you are nothing more than admiring foreigners, and insulting soldiers, your quality is 

extremely low. Such as 

If hitting you is a kind of no legal responsibility, I believe that every audience at the scene will not help 

but hit you severely. “ 

The audience at the scene heard Lin Kai say so, they all agreed with what Lin Kai said, and at the same 

time, they were very sulky. The young man with a flat head had an unusually ugly face. He immediately 

pointed at Lin Kai, then looked at Lin Kai bitterly, and said cruelly: “Boy, you really have the courage! 

Even dare to stand up, indicating that you are still a bit strong. Yeah, you have the ability to fight 

me! If you hurt me, I don’t have to take responsibility for you, I will pay for the medical expenses at my 

own expense! 

Of course, if you didn’t hurt me and you shot it first, then no wonder I shot you. So boy, do you dare to 

hit me? Don’t you dare? Hey, it’s not one, it’s just trash talking! “ 

In the eyes of the young flat-headed man, Lin Kai, who was of normal shape, couldn’t hurt him at all. 



He was a fitness trainer before, and his body was muscular, and he was close to 1.9 meters tall, a head 

taller than the kid in front of him. 

Therefore, this young man with a flat head dared to yell at Lin Kai like this. 

The audience around him heard the young man with the flat head say so, and they all looked more 

angrily at the young man with the flat head. 

Because the young man with the flat head made it clear that he wanted to bully people with his own 

advantage. Those audiences were furious, but they could also tell that the young, flat-headed man was 

indeed a big muscular man. They also think that when Lin Kaizhen shot the young man with the flat 

head, he must have caught the young man with the flat head. 

I took the opportunity and beat Lin Kai miserably. “Oh, young man, forget it, don’t conflict with this kind 

of person, it will be you who suffer. This kind of person entangles, does not distinguish right from wrong, 

and admires foreigners, just let him live in his own world. We Just be sober, not necessary 

Take care of him again. “ 

At first glance, the very knowledgeable and knowledgeable old man began to persuade Lin Kai not to 

make an impulsive move. Otherwise, Lin Kai would be the one who was unlucky. 

Other audience members heard the old man’s advice to Lin Kai. 

They also uttered one by one, but they also said, “Yes, it is really unnecessary. This person will definitely 

do it to you. In the end, you are reasonable and become irrational.” 

“Yes, this kind of person will let him be like this. Everyone will ignore it and see how long he can jump! 

This kind of person will get retribution sooner or later!” 

The surrounding audience were also very kind, and were persuading Lin Kai not to be fooled by the 

young flat-headed man. 

After all, if Lin Kai really made a move, the young flat-headed man also said that he would also take 

action against Lin Kai. 

As a result, Lin Kai became a proactive mover and could not occupy the reasonable side. 

In addition, the physiques of the two are indeed quite different, and they are afraid of Lin Kai’s injury, so 

they persuade them. 

The young flat-headed man kept using words to irritate Lin Kai, and it was precisely because he wanted 

Lin Kai to do it first, so he clamored. 

Lin Kai’s persuasion to the surrounding audience was only calm, still looking at the young man with a flat 

head with extremely cold eyes. 

The young flat-headed man, who didn’t know why, was stared at by Lin Kai with this gaze, and an 

inexplicable sense of anxiety rose from deep in his heart. 



It seemed that he was stared at by some wild beast, very oppressive, and in short, very uncomfortable. 

The young flat-headed man couldn’t help but yelled at Lin Kai: “Boy! What do you see! You said, come 

and beat me if you have the courage! You have no abilities, you crap! Explain, what I said is right, then 

These special forces are just like you, they are all courageous waste! “ 

The young flat-headed man continued to yell. 

This young, flat-headed man didn’t know that Lin Kai would often end up miserably when he stared at 

people with this look. 

Those who are familiar with Lin Kai, especially Lin Kai’s former comrades in arms, know that Lin Kai’s 

performance is just the look when he wants to kill. 

Of course, Lin Kai couldn’t really kill this young man with a flat head. At this time, Lin Kai heard the 

young flat-headed man still talking there, and said lightly: “Who said I have no guts? I’m just thinking, in 

case, I didn’t control the intensity and put you Fragile body, directly disabled 

Or if it’s killed, it’s not good. “ 

This young flat-headed man is not even an ancient warrior, but his muscles are indeed stronger than 

ordinary people. 

However, he could also see that this young, flat-headed man, in order to maintain this figure, was 

constantly eating hormones, which seemed to be muscular and healthy. In fact, this is a kind of 

destruction to the body. 

Simply put, the body on the outer surface is indeed stronger than ordinary people. But in fact, the health 

of the body is far worse than ordinary people. 

Originally, this young flat-headed man was not an ancient warrior. Even if Lin Kai controlled his strength, 

it would inevitably cause this young flat-headed man to die or be injured. 

After all, this young man with a flat head is still too fragile, and ordinary people can’t match it. But that 

young man with a flat head, hearing Lin Kai say this, the uncomfortable feeling of being stared at by Lin 

Kai long ago disappeared. Instead, he suddenly said: “You are too funny, right? With your small body, I 

just stand up 

Move, let you hit at will, you can’t hurt me. What you said is too false, you are really bragging and not 

breaking the law. If you dare not do anything to me, you dare not. You have found out the reason for 

this kind of weirdness, just like a fool! Boy, I’ve said it all, if you dare not go! Otherwise, even if you dont 

I want to let everyone take a look. Just like those special soldiers, you have no resistance to being 

beaten by mercenaries! “The young flat-headed man continued to smile, and then said again: “Give you 

three seconds! Come hit me! I want to see if you can beat me to death! “ 

 


